The Defend Glendale Option:

Fix & repair Glendale Townhomes, zero displacement, and zero privatization of Glendale Public Housing. This is the only option to preserve Glendale as public housing in Prospect Park as it is now, public housing proper, not to convert Glendale to any private development, not to sell it, and not to lease it to any private developers such as Sherman Associates, etc. for profit.

Defend Glendale Option is zero displacement, and to eliminate systematic gentrification.

Glendale has the historic distinction of being one of very few low-income public housing developments build as part middle to higher income neighborhood. Glendale is a model that should be replicated not demolished. Therefore, Defend Glendale voted and supports the historic designation, and its application process to pursue historic designation at City of Minneapolis.

http://defendglendale.weebly.com/
P.O. Box 14616,
Minneapolis, MN 55414